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Abstract
We develop the obstruction theory of the 2-category of abelian track categories, pseudofunctors and pseudonatural
transformations by using the cohomology of categories. The obstructions are defined in Baues–Wirsching cohomology groups.
We introduce translation cohomology to classify endomorphisms in the 2-category of abelian track categories. In a sequel to this
paper we will show, under certain conditions which are satisfied by all homotopy categories, that a translation cohomology class
determines the exact triangles of a triangulated category.
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0. Introduction
A homotopy category A is derived from a groupoid enriched category B in which the morphism groupoids [[X, Y ]]
are given by maps f, g: X → Y and tracks α: f ⇒ g which are, in the topological setting, homotopy classes of
homotopies. The set of connected components
[X, Y ] = pi0[[X, Y ]]
is the set of morphisms in A = pi0B. Now let A be the homotopy category of a pointed stable Quillen model category.
The suspension functor Σ is an endofunctor of A which on B, however, is only a pseudofunctor Σ˜ :B  B. If B
is enriched in abelian groupoids with pi0B = A then the equivalence class of B is determined by an element in the
cohomology group
〈B〉 ∈ H3(A,HomA(Σ ,−)), (A)
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in the sense of Baues–Wirsching, as proved in [3,15]. In this paper we consider the equivalence class of the pair (B, Σ˜ ).
For this we introduce the translation cohomology H∗(A,Σ ) and we show as a main result that the equivalence class
of (B, Σ˜ ) is determined by the cohomology class
〈B, Σ˜ 〉 ∈ H3(A,Σ ), (B)
generalizing the result (A).
In order to achieve the result (B) we study the homotopy category of pseudofunctors Pseudoab' which is a 2-
category via pseudonatural transformations. We achieve a useful obstruction theory for this category with obstructions
in the Baues–Wirsching cohomology of categories.
As the motivating application we show in [7,8] that for a stable homotopy category (A,Σ ) the cohomology class
〈B, Σ˜ 〉 determines the triangulation of (A,Σ ), so that triangulated categories have a cohomological description. See
Remark 5.9 for further details on this relation.
On the other hand there is an application concerning the category of connected topological 2-types, which can be
considered as a full subcategory of Pseudoab' . This leads to the translation cohomology of groupswhich classifies pairs
(X, h) where X is a 2-type and h: X → X is an endomorphism in the homotopy category of spaces, see Remark 6.4
for details.
Some proofs in this paper are somewhat technical, for this reason we present the results in the first sections, 2,
. . . , 9, and concentrate most of the proofs in the final ones, 10, . . . , 13. Section 1 contains some background material
about track categories which is completed by the Appendix, where we recall the classical concepts of pseudofunctor
and pseudonatural transformation. In Section 2 we define the homotopy category of pseudofunctors Pseudo' as a
quotient category, which is the main object of study in this paper. The full subcategory Pseudoab' given by abelian
track categories is the localization of the category of pseudofunctors and of track functors with respect to weak
equivalences, as we prove in Section 3 (Theorem 3.9). In Section 4 we recall the definition of the cohomology of small
categories in the sense of [9] as well as some of its 2-functorial structure developed in [12]. Translation cohomology
of categories is defined in Section 5, and the classification result (B) is proved in Section 6 (Theorem 6.3).
Section 7 is the core of the paper, it is devoted to the obstruction theory in the homotopy category of pseudofunctors
Pseudoab' . In Section 8 we give an interpretation of this obstruction theory in terms of exact sequences for functors
and linear extensions of categories in the sense of [1]. As a consequence we show in Section 9 that the homotopy
category of pseudofunctors Pseudoab' is equivalent to a category defined only in terms of cocycles in the cohomology
of categories.
1. Categories and track categories
1.1. Categories, functors and natural transformations
The category Cat of all categories is a well-known 2-category. The objects or 0-cells of Cat are the categories
which are small with respect to a fixed universe. The 1-cells are functors, and the 2-cells are natural transformations.
The category Cat has products denoted by A × B. A natural transformation can be regarded as a functor from the
cylinder categoryA×I→ B. Here I is the interval category, it has two objects 0, 1 and a unique non-trivial morphism
0→ 1. There are two obvious functors from the trivial category ∗, which has only one morphism, i0, i1: ∗ → I, and
a functor p: I→ ∗. These functors induce the structural functors of a cylinder
A
i0 //
i1
// A× I p // A . (1.1)
The double interval category J has three objects 0, 1, 2 and two essential morphisms 0 → 1 → 2. It fits into a
push-out diagram in Cat
∗ i1 //
i0

push
I

I // J
(1.2)
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There is a unique functor j : I → J with j (0) = 0 and j (1) = 2. It can be used to define vertical composition of
natural transformations regarded as functors from cylinders since the product functor A×− preserves colimits in Cat.
In this paper a single arrow→ will denote a morphism, a functor, or a 1-cell in a 2-category, while double arrows
⇒ will be kept for natural transformations and 2-cells in 2-categories. The composite of morphisms f, g will be
indicated by juxtaposition f g, as well as horizontal compositions in 2-categories. The symbol  will be used for
vertical composition of 2-cells αβ, and the inverse of an invertible 2-cell α will be denoted by α.
1.2. Track categories, track functors and track natural transformations
A track category A is a category enriched in groupoids. Hence for objects X, Y in A one has the hom-groupoid
[[X, Y ]]A inA. The objects f : X → Y of this groupoid are calledmaps, and the morphisms α: f ⇒ g are called tracks.
Let [[X, Y ]]A( f, g) be the set of all tracks f ⇒ g. The symbol for the identity track in f is 0f . Equivalently, a track
category is a 2-category all of whose 2-cells are invertible. Ordinary categories can be regarded as track categories
with only the identity tracks.
A track category A will also be depicted as A1 ⇒ A0. Here A0 is the underlying ordinary category; A1 has the
same objects as A, morphisms from X to Y in A1 are tracks α: f ⇒ g between maps f, g: X → Y in A, and the
composition of α and β as in the following diagram
Z Y
f
yy
f ′
ee X
g
yy
g′
eeα β (1.3)
is horizontal composition
αβ = (αg′)( fβ) = ( f ′β)(αg).
The arrows⇒ from A1 to A0 denote the obvious “source” and “target” functors.
A track functor is an enriched functor between track categories, that is a 2-functor, or equivalently, an assignment of
objects, maps and tracks which preserves all composition laws and identities. The category Track of track categories
and track functors also has colimit-preserving products.
A track natural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ between track functors ϕ,ψ :A → B. is a collection of maps
αX :ϕ(X) → ψ(X) in B indexed by the objects of A satisfying certain axioms described in the Appendix. One
can alternatively define such a track natural transformation α as a track functor α:A × I → B. Track natural
transformations endow Track with a 2-category structure. Moreover, (1.2) can be used to define vertical composition
of track natural transformations.
1.3. Pseudofunctors and pseudonatural transformations
A pseudofunctor between track categories ϕ:A B is an assignment of objects, maps and tracks which preserves
composition and identities only up to certain given tracks
ϕ f,g:ϕ( f )ϕ(g)⇒ ϕ( f g) and ϕX :ϕ(1X )⇒ 1ϕ(X).
These tracks must satisfy well-known coherence and naturality properties which are recalled in the Appendix.
Moreover, the category Pseudo of small track categories and pseudofunctors is defined.
Track functors can be regarded as a special case of pseudofunctors. The inclusion functor Track→ Pseudo has a
left adjoint
P:Pseudo −→ Track. (1.4)
This adjoint is defined in [10, I, 4.23] where P(A) = A˜. A more handy description that we now recall can be found
in [5, 2.4]. The category P(A)0 is the free category on A0 regarded as a graph, that is objects are the same as in A0
and a morphism (σ1, . . . , σn): X → Y in P(A)0 is a sequence of composable morphisms Y σ1← · · · σn← X in A, the
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identity morphism is the empty sequence (): X → X and composition is defined by concatenation. Track sets in P(A)
are defined by the formula
[[X, Y ]]P(A)((σ1, . . . , σn), (τ1, . . . , τm)) = [[X, Y ]]A(σ1 · · · σn, τ1 · · · τm),
and their composition laws are induced by the laws in A. The adjointness yields natural bijections
ad:Pseudo(A,B) ∼= Track(P(A),B). (1.5)
Here Track is a 2-category so that the right hand side of (1.5) is a category consisting of track functors as objects and
track natural transformations as morphisms. If we endow Pseudowith the 2-category structure given by pseudonatural
transformations then (1.5) is an isomorphism of categories.
Here a pseudonatural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ between two pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A B is a collection of maps
αX :ϕ(X) → ψ(X) in B indexed by the objects of A such that the usual squares only commute up to given tracks
α f :αYϕ( f ) ⇒ ψ( f )αX indexed by the maps f : X → Y in A. These tracks must satisfy certain axioms described
in the Appendix. By using the isomorphisms of categories (1.5) one can also regard the pseudonatural transformation
α:ϕ ⇒ ψ as a track functor α:P(A)× I→ B.
There is a 2-functor
pi0:Pseudo −→ Cat (1.6)
defined on objects by sending a track categoryA to its homotopy category pi0A = A' obtained fromA0 by identifying
those maps which are connected by tracks. The equivalence class in pi0A of a map f in A is denoted by { f }. The
quotient category pi0A of A0 is a coequalizer in Cat of the form
A1 ⇒ A0→ pi0A.
2. The homotopy category of pseudofunctors
A homotopy ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ between two pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A  B in Pseudo is a pseudonatural transformation ξ
such that the maps ξX :ϕ(X) → ψ(X) are identities, that is ϕ(X) = ψ(X) and ξX = 1ϕ(X) = 1ψ(X), in particular
homotopic pseudofunctors induce the same functor on pi0.
The homotopy relation' is a natural equivalence relation since homotopies are invertible 2-cells in this 2-category.
Therefore the homotopy category of pseudofunctors is well defined
Pseudo'.
This category, which is of main interest in this paper, can be endowed with a 2-category structure in the following
way: let us write [ϕ] for the homotopy class of a pseudofunctor ϕ, a 2-cell [α]: [ϕ] ⇒ [ψ] is represented by
a pseudonatural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ between two pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A  B, which is equivalent to
α′:ϕ′ ⇒ ψ ′, [α] = [α′], if ϕ ' ϕ′, ψ ' ψ ′, and there exist tracks αX ⇒ α′X for all objects X in A. The horizontal
composition of 2-cells is the composition of representatives
A
[ϕ]
&&
[ϕ′]
88 B
[ψ]
&&
[ψ ′]
88 C[α] [β] = A
[ψϕ]
&&
[ψ ′ϕ′]
88 C[βα] .
For the vertical composition of 2-cells represented by pseudonatural transformations α:ϕ ⇒ ψ and β:ψ ′ ⇒ φ we
have to choose a homotopy ξ :ψ ⇒ ψ ′
A
[ϕ]

[ψ]=[ψ ′] //
[φ]
AAC
[α]
[β]
= A
[ϕ]
##
[φ]
;; C[βξα] .
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The 2-functor pi0 in (1.6) clearly factors through the homotopy 2-category of pseudofunctors
pi0:Pseudo' −→ Cat. (2.1)
Moreover, the following result is an immediate consequence of the equivalence relation defining 2-cells in Pseudo'.
Proposition 2.2. The 2-functor pi0 in (2.1) is faithful on 2-cells.
3. Abelian track categories
In this paper we will concentrate on abelian track categories, which are the track categories A for which the
automorphism group Aut[[X,Y ]]A( f ) of any map f : X → Y in the groupoid [[X, Y ]]A is an abelian group. Equivalently
an abelian track category is a category enriched in abelian groupoids. We write Pseudoab for the 2-category of small
abelian track categories, pseudofunctors and pseudonatural transformations, and Trackab for the 2-category of small
abelian track categories, track functors and track natural transformations.
The pi0 of a track category was defined in Section 1.3. In order to define the pi1 of an abelian track category we
need to recall some concepts from [9].
For any category C the factorization category FC is given as follows. Objects are the morphisms in C, and a
morphism (h, k): f → g is a pair of morphisms in C with k f h = g. This gives rise to a functor
F:Cat −→ Cat. (3.1)
A natural system D (of abelian groups) on C is just a functor D:FC → Ab from the factorization category to the
category of abelian groups. We usually denote D f = D( f ), h∗ = D(h, 1) and k∗ = D(1, k).
For any abelian track category A there is a well-defined natural system pi1A on pi0A, see [4, 2.4]. This natural
system is up to isomorphism determined by the existence of isomorphisms in Ab
σ f : (pi1A){ f } ∼= Aut[[X,Y ]]A( f ) (3.2)
such that given a track α: f ⇒ g in A,
ασ f (x) = σg(x)α; (3.3)
and given composable maps • h→ • g→ • f→ • in A
f σg(x) = σ f g({ f }∗ x) and σg(x)h = σgh({h}∗ x). (3.4)
This means that any abelian track category A is endowed with the structure of a linear track extension denoted by
pi1A→ A1 ⇒ A0→ pi0A,
compare [3].
The functorial properties of pi1 are described in terms of the following 2-category nat. The 0-cells of nat are
pairs (C, D) where D is a natural system on a small category C, 1-cells (ϕ, λ): (C, D) → (D, E) are given by a
functor ϕ:C→ D together with a natural transformation λ: D ⇒ EF(ϕ), and 2-cells α: (ϕ, λ)⇒ (ψ, ζ ) are natural
transformations α:ϕ ⇒ ψ such that for any morphism f : X → Y in the source of ϕ and ψ the following diagram of
abelian groups commutes
D f
λ f
//
ζ f

Eϕ( f )
αY ∗

Eψ( f )
α∗X
// EαY ϕ( f ) = Eψ( f )αX
(3.5)
Composition of 1-cells is defined as
(ϕ, λ)(ψ, ζ ) = (ϕψ, (λF(ψ))ζ ),
and the composition laws involving 2-cells in nat are induced by those in Cat.
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There is a 2-functor
pi :Pseudoab −→ nat (3.6)
defined on cells of dimensions 0, 1 and 2 as
piA = (pi0A, pi1A), piϕ = (pi0ϕ, pi1ϕ), and piτ = pi0τ,
respectively. Here given a pseudofunctor ϕ:A B between abelian track categories the natural transformation
pi1ϕ:pi1A⇒ (pi1B)F(pi0ϕ)
is determined by the formula
(pi1ϕ){ f }σ−1f (α) = σ−1ϕ( f )(ϕ(α)), (3.7)
where α: f ⇒ f is any self-track in A. In fact this 2-functor factors through the homotopy 2-category of small abelian
track categories
pi :Pseudoab' −→ nat. (3.8)
A pseudofunctor ϕ:A  B between abelian track categories is said to be a homotopy equivalence if [ϕ] is an
isomorphism in the homotopy category of pseudofunctors, and it is a weak equivalence if piϕ is an isomorphism in
nat. Obviously homotopy equivalences are weak equivalences. We write Ho(Pseudoab) and Ho(Trackab) for the
corresponding localized categories with respect to weak equivalences.
Theorem 3.9. Weak equivalences are homotopy equivalences. Moreover, the quotient functor induces a functor
Ho(Pseudoab) ∼= Pseudoab'
which is an isomorphism of categories. Furthermore, the inclusion functor induces an isomorphism of categories
Ho(Trackab) ∼= Ho(Pseudoab).
This result underlines the natural significance of the homotopy category Pseudoab' as the localization of Trackab.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Weak equivalences in Pseudoab are homotopy equivalences because pi in (3.8) fits into an
exact sequence for functors, as we show in (8.1) below, see [1, IV.4.11 and IV.1.3(a)].
Let us check that the quotient functor %:Pseudoab → Pseudoab' satisfies the universal property of the localization
Ho(Pseudoab). We just have to show that a functor ς :Pseudoab → C carrying weak equivalences to isomorphisms
does not distinguish between homotopic pseudofunctors.
In the Appendix we consider the reduced cylinder track category D. This is an abelian track category together with
a diagram of weak equivalences
∗ j
0
//
j1
// D
q
// ∗ ,
where ∗ is the final track category. We can multiply this diagram by any other abelian track category A to obtain a
new diagram of weak equivalences
A
j0
//
j1
// A× D q // A .
Suppose that we have a homotopy ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ between pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A B in Pseudoab. By Proposition A.10
there is a pseudofunctor ξ¯ :A×D B with ϕ = ξ¯ j0 and ψ = ξ¯ j1. The equalities q j0 = 1 = q j1 hold in Pseudoab,
therefore ς( j0) = ς(q)−1 = ς( j1) in C, and so ς(ϕ) = ς(ξ¯ )ς(q)−1 = ς(ψ).
Let us now check that the functor %¯:Trackab → Ho(Pseudoab) given by the inclusion Trackab ⊂ Pseudoab and
the quotient functor % above satisfies the universal property of the localization Ho(Trackab). Obviously %¯ sends weak
equivalences to isomorphisms.
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Recall from (1.4) and (1.5) that there is a natural track functor ad(1A):P(A) → A, namely the adjoint of the
identity. The track category P(A) is abelian provided A is, and in this case ad(1A) is a weak equivalence, see [5,
2.4]. The track functor ad(1A) is a retraction in Pseudoab with splitting section :A  P(A). Here  is the unit
of the adjunction between the inclusion Track ⊂ Pseudo and P. In particular the section  is necessarily a weak
equivalence. Actually any pseudofunctor ϕ in Pseudoab factors as ϕ = ad(ϕ).
Suppose now that we have a functor ς :Trackab → C sending weak equivalences to isomorphisms, then we define
a factorization ς¯ :Pseudoab → C through the inclusion as follows, given a pseudofunctor ϕ:A B in Pseudoab,
ς¯ (ϕ) = ς(ad(ϕ))ς(ad(1A))−1.
This factorization is the unique possible one because of the equalities ad(1A) = 1A and ϕ = ad(ϕ), therefore
we will be done if we manage to prove that ς¯ also sends weak equivalences to isomorphisms. But if ϕ is a weak
equivalence then ad(ϕ) is also a weak equivalence because the equality ϕ = ad(ϕ) holds and in this case ς¯ (ϕ) is an
isomorphism. The proof is now finished. 
4. Cohomology of categories
The cohomology H∗(C, D) of a small category C with coefficients in a natural system D is the cohomology
of the Baues–Wirsching complex defined in [9]. This complex F∗(C, D) is a cochain complex of abelian groups
concentrated in dimensions ≥0. Its group in dimension n is the following product indexed by all sequences of
morphisms of length n in C
Fn(C, D) =
∏
•σ1←···σn←•
Dσ1···σn .
Here we assume that a sequence of length 0 is an object X in C which we also identify with the identity morphism
1X . The coordinate of c ∈ Fn(C, D) in • σ1← · · · σn← • will be denoted by c(σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Dσ1···σn . The differential δ
is defined as
δ(c)(σ1, . . . , σn+1) = σ1∗c(σ2, . . . , σn+1)+
n∑
i=1
(−1)ic(σ1, . . . , σiσi+1, . . . , σn+1)
+ (−1)n+1σ ∗n+1c(σ1, . . . , σn)
over an n-cochain c for n ≥ 1, and δ(c)(σ ) = σ∗c(X)− σ ∗c(Y ) for n = 0 and σ : X → Y .
A functor ϕ:D→ C and a natural transformation λ: D ⇒ E induce cochain homomorphisms
ϕ∗: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(D, DF(ϕ)), ϕ∗(c)(σ1, . . . , σn) = c(ϕ(σ1), . . . , ϕ(σn));
λ∗: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(C, E), λ∗(c)(σ1, . . . , σn) = λσ1···σn (c(σ1, . . . , σn));
and the corresponding homomorphisms in cohomology
ϕ∗: H∗(C, D) −→ H∗(D, DF(ϕ)),
λ∗: H∗(C, D) −→ H∗(C, E).
See [9] for further details on the functoriality of cohomology of categories.
A cochain c ∈ Fn(C, D) is said to be normalized (at identities) if c(σ1, . . . , σn) = 0 provided σi is an identity
morphism for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The inclusion of the subcomplex F¯∗(C, D) ⊂ F∗(C, D) of normalized cochains
induces an isomorphism in cohomology, see [3]. Moreover, the induced cochain homomorphisms above restrict to
normalized cochains.
The factorization functor F in (3.1) can be extended to a 2-functor if we consider the 2-categoryCatF, see [12, 3.2].
This 2-category is obtained by applying the product-preserving functor F to morphism categories in the 2-category
Cat. This 2-functor will be used in the next section to describe the functorial properties of translation cohomology as
well as from Section 7 on in the context of the obstruction theory for pseudonatural transformations. More precisely,
0-cells in CatF are small categories, a 1-cell α:C → D is a natural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ between functors
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ϕ,ψ :C → D, composition is horizontal composition, so that composition is defined in the same way as in (1.3). A
2-cell (ε, γ ):α ⇒ β between morphisms α, β:C→ D is a pair of natural transformations such that γαε = β. We
can place Cat as an ordinary category inside CatF by using the ordinary functor Cat → CatF which is the identity
on objects and sends a functor ϕ:C → D to the identity natural transformation 0ϕ :ϕ ⇒ ϕ regarded as a morphism
0ϕ :C→ D in CatF.
The 2-functor
F:CatF −→ Cat (4.1)
extending (3.1) is defined in the same way on 0-cells, on a 1-cell as above F(α):C→ D is the functor with F(α)( f ) =
αYϕ( f ) = ψ( f )αX for any morphism f : X → Y in C regarded as an object in F(C) and F(α)(h, k) = (ϕ(h), ψ(k))
for any morphism (h, k) in F(C), and on a 2-cell as above F(ε, γ ):F(α)⇒ F(β) is the natural transformation given
by F(ε, γ ) f = (εX , γY ).
This formalism can be used to restate the condition defining 2-cells in nat, more precisely, (3.5) commutes for all
f if and only if the following equality holds
(EF(0ϕ , α))λ = (EF(α, 0ψ ))ζ. (4.2)
A natural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ between functors ϕ,ψ :D→ C induces a cochain homomorphism
α∗: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(D, DF(α))
defined as
α∗(c)(σ1, . . . , σn) = (DF(0ϕ , α))σ1···σn (c(ϕ(σ1), . . . , ϕ(σn))).
This cochain homomorphism is called F∗(α, 0DF(α)) in [12, 4.1]. The induced homomorphism in cohomology is
denoted in the same way
α∗: H∗(C, D) −→ H∗(D, DF(α)).
Notice that the cochain homomorphism defined by an identity natural transformation coincides with the cochain
homomorphism defined by the corresponding functor
(0ϕ )
∗ = ϕ∗.
The natural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ also induces cochain homotopies given by degree −1 homomorphisms
α#, α
#: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(D, DF(α)),
with
δα# + α#δ = −(DF(0ϕ , α))∗ϕ∗ + α∗, (4.3)
δα# + α#δ = −(DF(α, 0ψ ))∗ψ∗ + α∗. (4.4)
The cochain homotopies α# and α# are h0ϕ ,α and hα,0ψ
in [12, 4.1], respectively. They are defined by the following
formulas
α#(c)(σ1, . . . , σn) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i (DF(0ϕ , α))σ1···σn (c(ϕ(σ1), . . . , ϕ(σi ), 1ϕ(X i ), ϕ(σi+1), . . . , ϕ(σn))),
α#(c)(σ1, . . . , σn) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)ic(ψ(σ1), . . . , ψ(σi ), αX i , ϕ(σi+1), . . . , ϕ(σn)). (4.5)
Here X i is the source of σi and/or the target of σi+1. These homotopies are part of the 2-functorial properties of
the Baues–Wirsching complex studied in [12]. Notice that these induced cochain homomorphisms and homotopies
restrict to the subcomplex of normalized cochains. Moreover, as one can readily notice on the normalized cochain
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complex the following formulas hold
α# = 0, (4.6)
(0ϕ )
# = 0, (4.7)
α∗ = (DF(0ϕ , α))∗ϕ∗, (4.8)
in particular by (4.3) and (4.4)
δα# + α#δ = −(DF(α, 0ψ ))∗ψ∗ + (DF(0ϕ , α))∗ϕ∗. (4.9)
Observe that for any natural transformation λ: D→ E the following equality holds,
α#λ∗ = (λF(α))∗α#. (4.10)
We finally recall the behaviour of these cochain homotopies with respect to horizontal and vertical composition,
see [12, 5.1]. Given natural transformations φ
β⇒ ϕ α⇒ ψ there is a degree −2 homomorphism
(α, β)%: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(D, DF(αβ))
such that
δ(α, β)% − (α, β)%δ = −(DF(β, 0ψ ))∗α# − (DF(0φ , α))∗β# + (αβ)#. (4.11)
This order 2 cochain homotopy coincides with r
(β,0ϕ );(α,0ψ ) in [12, 4.1]. If we have functors ϕ, ϕ
′:D → C,
ψ,ψ ′:E→ D and natural transformations α:ϕ ⇒ ϕ′, β:ψ ⇒ ψ ′, there is a degree −2 homomorphism
(α, β)$: F∗(C, D) −→ F∗(E, DF(αβ)),
such that
δ(α, β)$ − (α, β)$δ = −β#α∗ − β∗α# + (αβ)#. (4.12)
The order 2 cochain homotopy (α, β)$ is r ′
(β,0
ψ ′ );(α,0ϕ′ )
in [12] 4.1. We shall not give here the explicit formulas of
(α, β)% and (α, β)$ since they are not needed in this paper, however we point out that they restrict to the subcomplex
of normalized cochains. Moreover, on normalized cochains the following equalities hold
(α, 0ψ )
$ = 0, (4.13)
(0ϕ , β)
$ = 0, (4.14)
and therefore by (4.12) the equalities
ψ∗α# = (αψ)#, (4.15)
β#ϕ∗ = (ϕβ)#, (4.16)
are also satisfied on the normalized cochain complex.
5. Translation cohomology
LetA be a category, D a natural system onA, and (t, t¯) an endomorphism of (A, D) in nat. Such an endomorphism
is termed a translation of (A, D). The translation cohomology
H∗(t, t¯)
is the cohomology of the homotopy fiber of the cochain homomorphism
t¯∗ − t∗: F¯∗(A, D) −→ F¯∗(A, DF(t)),
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which will be denoted by F¯∗(t, t¯). In dimension n this cochain complex is
F¯n(t, t¯) = F¯n(A, D)⊕ F¯n−1(A, DF(t))
and the differential is the matrix(
δ 0
t¯∗ − t∗ −δ
)
.
In particular there is a long exact sequence (n ∈ Z)
· · · → Hn(t, t¯) j→ Hn(A, D) t¯∗−t∗−→ Hn(A, DF(t)) ∂→ Hn+1(t, t¯)→ · · · . (5.1)
Remark 5.2. This is a general concept of cohomology of diagrams as for example described in [11] or [2, A.2]. Then
translation cohomology corresponds to the cohomology of the diagram
•::
with one vertex and one arrow.
Given functors s:B→ B and ϕ:B→ A such that the square
B s //
ϕ

B
ϕ

A t
// A
commutes up to a given natural isomorphism α: tϕ ⇒ ϕs there is an induced translation
(s, (DF(α, α))(t¯F(ϕ))): (B, DF(ϕ)) −→ (B, DF(ϕ))
and an induced cochain homomorphism
(ϕ, α)∗: F¯∗(t, t¯) −→ F¯∗(s, (DF(α, α))(t¯F(ϕ)))
given by the matrix
(ϕ, α)∗ =
(
ϕ∗ 0
(DF(α, 0ϕs))∗α# (DF(α, α))∗ϕ∗
)
.
Here we use (4.9). The induced homomorphisms in translation cohomology will be denoted in the same way
(ϕ, α)∗: H∗(t, t¯) −→ H∗(s, (DF(α, α))(t¯F(ϕ))).
Similarly two natural transformations λ: D ⇒ E and s¯: E ⇒ EF(t) between natural systems on A such that
(λF(t))t¯ = s¯λ give rise to a translation
(t, s¯): (A, E) −→ (A, E)
and a cochain homomorphism
λ∗: F¯∗(t, t¯) −→ F¯∗(t, s¯)
given by the matrix
λ∗ =
(
λ∗ 0
0 (λF(t))∗
)
.
The corresponding homomorphism in translation cohomology will also be denoted by
λ∗: H∗(t, t¯) −→ H∗(t, s¯).
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These homomorphisms in translation cohomology can be used to describe the functorial properties of
this cohomology. More precisely, let Natt be the category whose objects are all translations. A morphism
(ϕ, α, λ): (t, t¯) → (s, s¯) between two translations (t, t¯): (A, D) → (A, D) and (s, s¯): (B, E) → (B, E) is given
by a functor ϕ:B→ A, a natural isomorphism α: tϕ ⇒ ϕs, and a natural transformation λ: DF(ϕ)⇒ E such that
(λF(s))(DF(α, α))(t¯F(ϕ)) = s¯λ.
Composition of morphisms
(t, t¯)
(ϕ,α,λ)−→ (s, s¯) (ψ,β,ζ )−→ (r, r¯)
in Natt is defined by the formula
(ψ, β, ζ )(ϕ, α, λ) = (ϕψ, (ϕβ)(αψ), ζ(λF(ψ))).
Proposition 5.3. Translation cohomology groups are functors
H∗:Natt −→ Ab
given on morphisms by H∗(ϕ, α, λ) = λ∗(ϕ, α)∗.
This is just a simplified version of a more extended functoriality of translation cohomology that we now describe.
Suppose that we have a translation (t, t¯): (A, D)→ (A, D), a functor s:B→ B, a natural transformation γ :ϕ ⇒ ψ
between functors ϕ,ψ :B→ A, and two natural isomorphisms α: tϕ ⇒ ϕs and β: tψ ⇒ ψs such that
β(tγ ) = (γ s)α. (5.4)
In this situation there is an induced translation
(s, (DF(α, β))(t¯F(γ ))): (B, DF(γ )) −→ (B, DF(γ ))
and an induced cochain homomorphism
(γ, α, β)∗: F¯∗(t, t¯) −→ F¯∗(s, (DF(α, β))(t¯F(γ )))
given by the matrix
(γ, α, β)∗ =
(
γ ∗ 0
(DF(α, γ s))∗α# (DF(α, β))∗γ ∗
)
.
The reader can check that this is indeed a cochain homomorphism by using (4.8), (4.9) and (5.4).
Let Natt1 be the category whose objects are all translations. A morphism (γ, α, β, λ): (t, t¯)→ (s, s¯) between two
translations (t, t¯): (A, D) → (A, D) and (s, s¯): (B, E) → (B, E) is given by a natural transformation γ :ϕ ⇒ ψ
between functors ϕ,ψ :B → A, two natural isomorphisms α: tϕ ⇒ ϕs and β: tψ ⇒ ψs satisfying (5.4), and a
natural transformation λ: DF(γ )⇒ E such that
(λF(s))(DF(α, β))(t¯F(γ )) = s¯λ.
Composition of morphisms
(t, t¯)
(γ,α,β,λ)−→ (s, s¯) (ε,µ,ν,ζ )−→ (r, r¯)
in Natt1 with γ :ϕ ⇒ ψ and ε: ϕ¯ ⇒ ψ¯ is defined by the formula
(ε, µ, ν, ζ )(γ, α, β, λ) = (γ ε, (ϕµ)(αϕ¯), (ψν)(βψ¯), ζ(λF(ε))).
Compare with the definition of CatF in Section 4.
Proposition 5.5. Translation cohomology groups are functors
H∗:Natt1 −→ Ab
given on morphisms by H∗(γ, α, β, λ) = λ∗(γ, α, β)∗.
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Proof. All we have to check is that composition is preserved. For this we are going to prove that the cochain
homomorphisms
ζ∗(ε, µ, ν)∗λ∗(γ, α, β)∗, (ζ(λF(ε)))∗(γ ε, (ϕµ)(αϕ¯), (ψν)(βψ¯))∗: F¯∗(t, t¯)→ F¯∗(s, s¯)
are homotopic. The first of these cochain homomorphisms is given by the matrix(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
with entries
a11 = ζ∗ε∗λ∗γ ∗,
a12 = 0,
a21 = (ζF(r))∗(EF(µ, εr))∗µ#λ∗γ ∗ + (ζF(r))∗(EF(µ, ν))∗ε∗(λF(s))∗(DF(α, γ s))∗α#,
a22 = (ζF(r))∗(EF(µ, ν))∗ε∗(λF(s))∗(DF(α, β))∗γ ∗,
and the second one by the matrix(
b11 b12
b21 b22
)
with
b11 = (ζ(λF(ε)))∗(γ ε)∗,
b12 = 0,
b21 = ((ζ(λF(ε)))F(r))∗(DF((ϕµ)(αϕ¯), 0γ εr ))∗((ϕµ)(αϕ¯))#,
b22 = ((ζ(λF(ε)))F(r))∗(DF((ϕµ)(αϕ¯), (ψν)(βψ¯)))∗(γ ε)∗.
One can easily check that the equalities ai j = bi j hold for (i, j) 6= (2, 1). Moreover, by using (4.8), (4.10) and
(5.4) the reader can check that
a21 = ((ζ(λF(ε)))F(r))∗(DF(ϕµ, γ εr))µ#ϕ∗
+ ((ζ(λF(ε)))F(r))∗(D((αϕ¯)(ϕµ), (γ εr)(ϕµ)))∗ϕ¯∗α#.
Furthermore, by using (4.15), (4.16) and (4.9) one can now check that the matrix(
0 0
(ϕµ, αϕ¯)% 0
)
yields the desired cochain homotopy. 
Now Proposition 5.3 follows from Proposition 5.5 since there is a commutative diagram of functors
Natt
H∗
''PP
PPP
P

Ab
Natt1
H∗
77oooooo
where the vertical arrow is the identity on objects and sends a morphism (ϕ, α) to (0ϕ , α, α). Compare with the
definition of the functor Cat→ CatF in Section 4.
The following identities between induced homomorphisms in translation cohomology will be useful for future
applications.
Proposition 5.6. Let there be a morphism (γ, α, β, λ): (t, t¯) → (s, s¯) between two translations (t, t¯): (A, D) →
(A, D) and (s, s¯): (B, E)→ (B, E) in Natt1. The following homomorphisms H∗(t, t¯)→ H∗(s, s¯) coincide
λ∗(γ, α, β)∗ = (λD(0ϕ , γ ))∗(ϕ, α)∗ = (λD(γ, 0ψ ))∗(ψ, β)∗.
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Proof. The first equality can be easily checked at the level of cochains by using (4.8) and (5.4). For the second one
we only need to use the cochain homotopy in the translation cochain complex given by the matrix(
λ∗γ # 0
0 ((λF(s))DF(α−1, β))∗γ #
)
,
see (4.9). 
Remark 5.7. As the reader may suspect Proposition 5.6 is a consequence of a higher functoriality of the translation
cochain complex. More precisely, the category Natt1 can be endowed with a 2-category structure by using
factorizations, compare with the definition of the 2-category CatF in Section 4. The translation cochain complex
turns out to be a pseudofunctor on the 2-categoryNatt1. This pseudofunctor can be described by using the 2-functorial
properties of the Baues–Wirsching cochain complex described in [12].
If A is additive and t :A → A is an additive endofunctor we can consider the natural system D given by the A-
bimodule HomA(t,−) and the natural transformation t¯ : D = HomA(t,−) ⇒ HomA(t2, t) = DF(t) which is given
by (−1)t . In this particular case we denote the translation cohomology as follows
H∗(A, t) = H∗(t, t¯). (5.8)
This cohomology is of particular interest if A is a triangulated category and t its translation functor. This example,
in fact, is the motivation of the theory in this paper. We shall use translation cohomology in order to study the
“characteristic cohomology class” in H3(A, t) of a triangulated category (A, t), see [7] and [8]. For further details see
the following remark.
Remark 5.9. Let C be a pointed stable model category, let B be the corresponding (abelian) track category
of fibrant–cofibrant objects, constructed for example in [1], and let A = HoC be the homotopy category of
fibrant–cofibrant objects, which is well known to be equivalent to the homotopy category of C obtained formally
by inverting weak equivalences. It is well known that pi0B = A and pi1B = HomA(Σ ,−). Here Σ :A ∼→ A is the
suspension functor, which comes from a canonical pseudofunctor Σ˜ :B  B (indeed a track functor in most of the
examples, since the suspension functor uses to be a functor in C preserving cylinders). The pseudofunctor Σ˜ induces
(−1)Σ on pi1B. It is also well known that (A,Σ ) is endowed with the structure of a triangulated category. In [7,8] we
characterize the exact triangles of (A,Σ ) in terms of the translation cohomology class
〈B, Σ˜ 〉 ∈ H3(A,Σ ).
More precisely, we show that the category of candidate triangles in (A,Σ ), in the sense of [13], i.e. of diagrams
A
f−→ B i−→ C q−→ Σ A
in A such that i f , qi and (Σ f )q vanish, is equivalent to the category of zero-preserving morphisms of translation
categories
(X, α): (4, sh3) −→ (A,Σ ),
as in Section 5, where 4 is the “universal cochain complex category”
· · · → n − 1 −→ n −→ n + 1→ · · ·
and sh3:4 → 4 is the shift by +3. Moreover, we show that (X, α) is an exact triangle in (A,Σ ) if and only
if the pull-back of −〈B, Σ˜ 〉 along (X, α) coincides with a certain universal class in the translation cohomology of
(4, sh3), called the class of identities. In addition we characterize when an abstract translation cohomology class
∇ ∈ H3(A,Σ ), which needs not come from a stable model category, induces a triangulated structure on (A,Σ ) with
exact triangles defined as above for ∇ = 〈B, Σ˜ 〉. This leads to the notion of cohomologically triangulated category
(A,Σ ,∇).
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6. Classification of abelian track categories and translation track categories
Let D be a natural system over C. We introduce the categories Track(C, D) and Pseudo'(C, D). Both categories
have the same objects (A, χ) which are given by an abelian track category A together with an isomorphism χ =
(χ0, χ1):piA ∼= (C, D) in nat. We often use χ as an identification and drop it from notation. Morphisms ϕ: (A, χ)→
(B, κ) in Track(C, D) are track functors ϕ:A → B such that χ = κ(piϕ), and morphisms [ψ]: (A, χ) → (B, κ) in
Pseudo'(C, D) are homotopy classes of pseudofunctors [ψ]:A B such that χ = κ(pi [ψ]).
Given an ordinary category G we write pi0G for the set of connected components in G. Two objects X , Y belong
to the same connected component iff there is a chain of morphisms in G as follows
X ← •→ · · · ← • → Y.
This equivalence relation simplifies when G is a groupoid, in this case two objects belong to the same connected
component if and only if they are isomorphic.
The next result classifies connected components in Track(C, D) by the cohomology in Section 4.
Proposition 6.1 ([3, 4.6] [15]). There is a bijection
pi0Track(C, D) ∼= H3(C, D)
which carries (A, χ) to the characteristic class 〈A〉 ∈ H3(C, D) given by the universal Toda bracket of the linear
track extension (A, χ).
A 3-cocycle cA representative of the cohomology class 〈A〉 is defined in Section 13.
The category Track(C, D) is far from being a groupoid, however Pseudoab' (C, D) is indeed a groupoid as a
consequence of Theorem 3.9, therefore its set of connected components can be described in a much easier way.
Moreover, we have the following result.
Proposition 6.2. There is a bijection
pi0Pseudoab' (C, D) ∼= H3(C, D)
which carries (A, χ) to 〈A〉.
Proof. This follows from the existence of the exact sequence for functors (8.1), the definition of its obstruction
operator θ in (7.1), and [1, IV.4.12]. 
A translation track category (A, [ϕ]) is an abelian track category equipped with a homotopy class of
pseudofunctors [ϕ]:A A. Notice that pi [ϕ] is a translation in the sense of Section 5.
Let (t, t¯): (C, D) → (C, D) be a translation. We now introduce the category Trans(t, t¯) whose objects are
triples (A, [ϕ], χ) where (A, [ϕ]) is a translation track category and χ :piA ∼= (C, D) is an isomorphism with
(t, t¯) = χ(pi [ϕ])χ−1. A morphism [φ]: (A, [ϕ], χ)→ (B, [ψ], κ) is a homotopy class of pseudofunctors [φ]:A B
such that [φ][ϕ] = [ψ][φ] and χ = κ(pi [φ]). Again by Theorem 3.9 we see that Trans(t, t¯) is in fact a groupoid. The
abelian group H2(C, DF(t)) acts on this groupoid by using the action defined in Theorem 7.12. More precisely, this
action is given by (A, [ϕ], ξ) + ω = (A, [ϕ] + ω, ξ) on objects and the identity on morphisms. Moreover, there is a
functor
¯ :Trans(t, t¯) −→ Pseudo'(C, D), ¯ (A, [ϕ], χ) = (A, χ).
Theorem 6.3. There is a bijection
pi0Trans(t, t¯) ∼= H3(t, t¯)
where we use the translation cohomology in Section 5. This bijection is equivariant with respect to the action of
H2(C, DF(t)) on H3(t, t¯) given by ∂ in (5.1). Moreover, if we use this bijection and the bijection in Proposition 6.2
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as identifications then the following diagram commutes
pi0Trans(t, t¯)
pi0 ¯ // pi0Pseudoab' (C, D)
H3(t, t¯)
j
// H3(C, D)
Here j is the homomorphism in the exact sequence (5.1).
Proof. The characteristic class of a translation track category (A, [ϕ]) is the translation cohomology class
〈A, [ϕ]〉 ∈ H3(piϕ)
represented by the cocycle
(cA, bϕ).
Here we use the cochains defined in Section 13 obtained from a fixed global section. This is indeed a cocycle
by Proposition 13.7(1). Moreover, its cohomology class does not depend on the choice of the global section by
Proposition 13.9. Notice also that the equality j〈A, [ϕ]〉 = 〈A〉 holds by the very definition of j and these
characteristic classes.
Let us check that the map
Trans(t, t¯) −→ H3(t, t¯), (A, [ϕ], χ) 7→ 〈A, [ϕ]〉
induces the desired bijection. This map is equivariant with respect to the action of H2(C, DF(t)), see Proposition 12.1
and the proof of Theorem 7.12 in Section 12. Let us check that it factors through the set of connected components
pi0Trans(t, t¯). Let [φ]: (A, [ϕ], χ)→ (B, [ψ], κ) be an isomorphism in Trans(t, t¯) and ξ :φϕ ⇒ ψφ a homotopy. By
Proposition 13.7 the coboundary of (bφ, oφ,ϕ − oψ,φ + eξ ) in the translation cochain complex is (cA − cB, bϕ − bψ ),
therefore 〈A, [ϕ]〉 = 〈B, [ψ]〉.
We claim that the isotropy groups of the action of H2(C, DF(t)) on pi0Trans(t, t¯) are the image of t¯∗ −
t∗: H2(C, D) → H2(C, DF(t)) in the exact sequence (5.1). By Theorem 7.12 two translation track categories
(A, [ϕ], χ) and (A, [ϕ] + ω, χ) are isomorphic in Trans(t, t¯) if and only if there exists$ ∈ H2(C, D) such that
(1(A,χ) +$)[ϕ] = ([ϕ] + ω)(1(A,χ) +$).
Now by the effectivity of the action in Theorem 7.12 and the linear distributivity law in Proposition 7.13 we obtain
that
ω = (t¯∗ − t∗)(−$).
In order to complete the proof it is enough to check that the image of the map pi0¯ coincides with the image
of j under the identification in Proposition 6.2. By Proposition 6.2 any cohomology class j (c) ∈ H3(C, D) is the
characteristic class of some (A, χ) in Pseudoab' (C, D). We claim that there exists a homotopy class [ϕ]:A A such
that (A, [ϕ], χ) is a translation. By Theorem 7.2 the existence of such a [ϕ] is equivalent to the vanishing of θA,A(t, t¯),
and by applying (7.1) and the exactness of (5.1) we obtain
θA,A(t, t¯) = t¯∗ j (c)− t∗ j (c) = 0. 
Remark 6.4. Let G be a group and let M be a right G-module. It is well known that the third cohomology of groups
H3(G,M) classifies pairs (X, χ) where X is a connected 2-type, i.e. a space with homotopy groups concentrated in
dimensions 1 and 2, and χ = (χ0, χ1) is a pair of isomorphisms χ0:pi1X ∼= G and χ1:pi2X ∼= M .
The group G can be regarded as a category with a single object whose endomorphism set is G and such
that composition is determined by the group law. Similarly M corresponds to a natural system and classical
group cohomology corresponds to Baues–Wirsching cohomology, see [6]. Therefore given a group homomorphism
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f :G → G and a G-module homomorphism f¯ :M → f ∗M , where f ∗M is the pull-back of the G-module M along
f , then we can consider the translation cohomology of groups
H∗( f, f¯ ).
A track category with only one object where all 1-morphisms are invertible is always abelian, and it is the same
as a 2-group in the sense of, for instance, [14]. By [14, 8.3 and 9.9] the full subcategory of Pseudoab' formed by the
2-groups is equivalent to the homotopy category of connected 2-types. As a consequence we derive from Theorem 6.3
that the translation cohomology group H3( f, f¯ ) classifies triples (X, [h], χ) where X is a 2-type, χ is a pair of
isomorphisms as above, and [h]: X → X is a homotopy class which is compatible with the isomorphisms χ .
7. Obstruction theory for the 2-functor pi
This section is devoted to the realizability of 0-, 1- and 2-cells through the 2-functor
pi :Pseudoab' −→ nat
in (3.8). All 0-cells are known to be realizable since there is always the trivial linear track extension for (C, D), see [3].
We here define classes in cohomology of categories which represent obstructions to the realizability of 1- and 2-cells.
We also consider their behaviour with respect to the various composition laws.
Given two abelian track categories A, B and a morphism (ϕ, λ):piA→ piB in nat we define the cohomology class
θA,B(ϕ, λ) = λ∗〈A〉 − ϕ∗〈B〉 ∈ H3(A, (pi1B)F(ϕ)). (7.1)
Theorem 7.2. The element θA,B(ϕ, λ) vanishes if and only if there exists a pseudofunctor ψ :A  B such that
piψ = (ϕ, λ).
The proof of this result will be given in Section 10.
Proposition 7.3. Given abelian track categories A, B, C and morphisms piA
(ϕ,λ)→ piB (ψ,ζ )→ piC in nat the following
formula holds
θA,C((ψ, ζ )(ϕ, λ)) = (ζF(ϕ))∗θA,B(ϕ, λ)+ ϕ∗θB,C(ψ, ζ ).
This proposition follows from (7.1) and the composition law for 1-cells in nat.
Proposition 7.4. Given abelian track categories A, B and a 2-cell α: (ϕ, λ) ⇒ (ψ, ζ ) in nat between 1-cells
(ϕ, λ), (ψ, ζ ):piA→ piB the following equality holds
((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗θA,B(ϕ, λ) = ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗θA,B(ψ, ζ ).
This proposition is a consequence of (7.1), (4.2) and (4.9).
Proposition 7.5. Given an abelian track category A and ω ∈ H3(pi0A, pi1A) there exists another abelian track
category B with piA = piB such that θA,B(1piA) = ω. This abelian track category is unique up to isomorphism in
Pseudoab' and we write A = B+ ω.
This result is a consequence of the definition of θ and [4, 3.3].
Let ϕ,ψ :A  B be pseudofunctors between small abelian track categories and α:piϕ ⇒ piψ a 2-cell in nat. We
define the element
ϑϕ,ψ (α) ∈ H2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(α))
as the cohomology class represented by
−((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − α#cB + ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ . (7.6)
Here we use the cochains defined in Section 13 for a fixed global section. This is indeed a cocycle by Proposition 13.8.
Moreover, by using Proposition 13.10 we see that its cohomology class does not depend on the global section chosen
for its definition.
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Theorem 7.7. The element ϑϕ,ψ (α) vanishes if and only if there exists a pseudonatural transformation τ :ϕ ⇒ ψ
such that pi0τ = α.
This theorem will be proved in Section 11.
Proposition 7.8. Two pseudofunctors between abelian track categories ϕ,ψ :A  B are homotopic if and only if
piϕ = piψ and ϑϕ,ψ (0pi0ϕ) = 0.
Proof. Obviously if ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ is a homotopy then piϕ = piψ and pi0ξ = 0pi0ϕ , hence by Theorem 7.7 ϑϕ,ψ (0pi0ϕ) = 0.
On the other hand if we suppose that piϕ = piψ and ϑϕ,ψ (0pi0ϕ) = 0 the pseudonatural transformation τ :ϕ ⇒ ψ with
pi0τ = 0pi0ϕ constructed in the proof of Theorem 7.7, given in Section 11, satisfies τX = t (0pi0ϕ)X = t
{
1ϕ(X)
} =
1ϕ(X), here we use (13.1), therefore τ is a homotopy. 
This result proves that, if we restrict to the category of abelian track categories, we could have defined homotopies
as pseudonatural transformations ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ such that pi0ξ is an identity natural transformation, obtaining in this way
the same homotopy category Pseudoab' . Therefore homotopies in the sense of Section 2 would be a reduced version
of these more general ones, however the existence of Pseudoab' is not so easy to establish if we try to use non-reduced
homotopies from the beginning.
Proposition 7.9. Given pseudofunctors φ, ϕ,ψ :A  B and 2-cells piφ β⇒ piϕ α⇒ piψ in nat the following equality
holds
ϑφ,ψ (αβ) = ((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, α))∗ϑφ,ϕ(β)+ ((pi1B)F(β, 0pi0ψ ))∗ϑϕ,ψ (α).
Proof. The result follows from the equations:
((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, α))∗(−((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, β))∗bφ − β#cB + ((pi1B)F(β, 0pi0ϕ))∗bϕ)
+ ((pi1B)F(β, 0pi0ψ ))∗(−((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − α#cB + ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ )
= −((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, αβ))∗bφ − ((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, α))∗β#cB + ((pi1B)F(β, α))∗bϕ
− ((pi1B)F(β, α))∗bϕ − ((pi1B)F(β, 0pi0ψ ))∗α#cB + ((pi1B)F(αβ, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ
= −((pi1B)F(0pi0φ, αβ))∗bφ − (αβ)#cB + ((pi1B)F(αβ, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ + δ(α, β)%cB.
Here we use (4.11) and the fact that cB is a cocycle. 
Proposition 7.10. Given pseudofunctors ϕ, ϕ′:B  A, ψ,ψ ′:C  B and 2-cells α:piϕ ⇒ piϕ′, β:piψ ⇒ piψ ′ in
nat the following equalities hold
ϑϕψ,ϕ′ψ ′(αβ) = ((((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕ, α))pi1ϕ)F(β))∗ϑψ,ψ ′(β)+ β∗ϑϕ,ϕ′(α)
= ((((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))pi1ϕ′)F(β))∗ϑψ,ψ ′(β)+ β∗ϑϕ,ϕ′(α).
Proof. The result follows from the next equalities
((((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕ, α))pi1ϕ)F(β))∗(−((pi1B)F(0pi0ψ , β))∗bψ − β#cB + ((pi1B)F(β, 0pi0ψ ′))∗bψ ′)
+β∗(−((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − α#cA + ((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗bϕ′)
(a)= −((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕψ , αβ))∗((pi1ϕ)F(pi0ψ))∗bψ − β#((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗(pi1ϕ)∗cB
+ ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗((pi1ϕ′)F(pi0ψ ′))∗bψ ′ − ((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕψ , αβ))∗(pi0ϕ)∗bϕ − β∗α#cA
+ ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗(pi0ψ ′)∗bϕ′ + δβ#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗bϕ′ + β#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗δbϕ′
(b)= −(αβ)∗(bϕψ − δ(oϕ,ψ ))− β#((pi1A)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗(pi1ϕ)∗cB − β∗α#cA
+β#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗((pi1ϕ′)∗cB − (pi0ϕ′)∗cA)+ ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗(bϕ′ψ ′ − δ(oϕ′,ψ ′))
+ δβ#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗bϕ′
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(c)= −(αβ)∗bϕψ − β∗α#cA − β#α∗cA + ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗bϕ′ψ ′
+ δ((αβ)∗oϕ,ψ − ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗oϕ′,ψ ′ + β#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗bϕ′)
(d)= −(αβ)∗bϕψ − (αβ)#cA + ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗bϕ′ψ ′
+ δ((αβ)∗oϕ,ψ − ((pi1A)F(αβ, 0pi0ϕ′ψ ′))∗oϕ′,ψ ′ + β#((pi1A)F(α, 0pi0ϕ′))∗bϕ′ + (α, β)$cA).
Here for (a) we use (4.2), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10); in (b) we apply (4.8) as well as 13.7(1) and (3); for (c) we use (4.2)
and (4.8); and finally for (d) we apply (4.12) and the fact that cA is a cocycle. 
Proposition 7.11. Given pseudofunctors ϕ, ϕ′, ψ,ψ ′:A  B between abelian track categories such that ϕ ' ϕ′,
ψ ' ψ ′ and a 2-cell α:piϕ = piϕ′ ⇒ piψ = piψ ′ in nat then ϑϕ,ψ (α) = ϑϕ′,ψ ′(α).
Proof. This is a consequence of the following equalities
ϑϕ,ψ (α) = ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗ϑψ ′,ψ (0pi0ψ )+ ϑϕ′,ψ ′(α)+ ((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗ϑϕ,ϕ′(0pi0ϕ)
= ϑϕ′,ψ ′(α).
In the first equality we use Proposition 7.9 applied to the vertical composite α = 0pi0ψα0pi0ϕ , for the second one
we use Proposition 7.8. 
This proposition proves that the cohomology class ϑϕ,ψ (α) only depends on the homotopy classes of ϕ and ψ ,
therefore we can denote it by
ϑ[ϕ],[ψ](α).
Theorem 7.12. Given a homotopy class of pseudofunctors between abelian track categories [ϕ]:A  B and
ω ∈ H2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0[ϕ])) there exists a unique homotopy class [ϕ]+ω:A B such that ϑ[ϕ]+ω,[ϕ](0pi0[ϕ]) = ω.
This induces a transitive and effective action of the abelian group H2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0[ϕ])) on the morphism set
pi−1(ψ, λ) ⊂ Pseudoab' (A,B) for any 1-cell in (ψ, λ):piA→ piB in nat such that θA,B(ψ, λ) = 0.
This theorem will be proved in Section 12.
Proposition 7.13. The action in Theorem 7.12 satisfies the following linear distributivity law: given composable
morphisms C
[ψ]→ B [ϕ]→ A in Pseudoab' and cohomology classes $ ∈ H2(pi0C, (pi1B)F(pi0[ψ])) and ω ∈
H2(pi0B, (pi1A)F(pi0[ϕ])) the equality
([ϕ] + ω)([ψ] +$) = [ϕ][ψ] + ((pi1[ϕ])F(pi0[ψ]))∗$ + (pi0[ψ])∗ω
is satisfied.
Proof. The formula is a consequence of the following equalities,
ϑ([ϕ]+ω)([ψ]+$),[ϕ][ψ](0pi0[ϕ][ψ]) = ((pi1[ϕ])F(pi0[ψ]))∗ϑ[ψ]+$,[ψ](0pi0[ψ])+ (pi0[ψ])∗ϑ[ϕ]+ω,[ϕ](0pi0[ϕ])
= ((pi1[ϕ])F(pi0[ψ]))∗$ + (pi0[ψ])∗ω.
Here we apply Proposition 7.10 to the composite 0pi0[ϕ][ψ] = 0pi0[ϕ]0pi0[ψ]. 
8. The homotopy category of pseudofunctors as a linear extension
An exact sequence for a functor λ
D
+→ A λ−→ B θ→ H
is given by two natural systems D, H on B together with an obstruction operator θ which determines whether a
morphism in B is realizable through λ or not, and an action + counting all possible realizations. We refer the reader
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to [1, IV.4.10] for an explicit definition. Linear extensions of categories, in the sense of [1, IV.3.2],
D
+
 A λ−→ B
can be regarded as special cases of exact sequences for functors with H = 0 and an effective action + of D. A weak
linear extension of categories occurs when we change B by an equivalent category in a linear extension as above.
As a consequence of the results in Section 7 the 2-functor pi in (3.8) regarded as an ordinary functor embeds
in an exact sequence. More precisely, we can consider the natural system Hn (n ≥ 0) on nat defined by the nth
cohomology of categories Hn(C, D). The homomorphisms induced by a 1-cell (ϕ, λ) in nat are (ϕ, λ)∗ = λ∗ and
(ϕ, λ)∗ = ϕ∗. This is indeed a natural system because of the functorial properties of the cohomology of categories.
The exact sequence for pi
H2
+→ Pseudoab' pi−→ nat θ→ H3 (8.1)
is given by the obstruction operator θ in (7.1) and the action + in Theorem 7.12. Theorems 7.2 and 7.12 and
Propositions 7.3, 7.11 and 7.13 prove that the axioms of an exact sequence for a functor are satisfied in this case.
In fact the theory developed in Section 7 is much richer, because it also involves an obstruction theory for the
realization of 2-cells through the 2-functor pi . However we have not developed general axioms for this sort of exact
sequence for a 2-functor because in this paper we concentrate only on the particular case of pi .
The obstruction operator in (8.1) is an inner derivation in the sense of [1, IV.7.3], the action + is effective by
Theorem 7.12, and any object in nat is isomorphic to an object in the image of pi by Proposition 6.2, therefore we can
obtain a weak linear extension from the exact sequence (8.1) in the following canonical way: consider the category
CoH whose objects are triples (C, D, c) where C is a category, D is a natural system on C and c ∈ H3(C, D). A
morphism (ϕ, λ): (C, D, c)→ (D, E, d) in CoH is a morphism (ϕ, λ): (C, D)→ (D, E) in nat which is compatible
with the cohomology classes, that is λ∗c = ϕ∗d . By Theorem 7.2 the functor pi extends to a functor
p¯i :Pseudoab' −→ CoH, p¯i(A) = (pi0A, pi1A, 〈A〉).
This functor fits into a weak linear extension
H2
+
 Pseudoab'
p¯i−→ CoH. (8.2)
Here + is the same action as in (8.1), and H2 is regarded as a natural system on CoH through the obvious forgetful
functor CoH→ nat.
9. A 2-category in terms of cocycles
In this section we describe an alternative and more algebraic model of the 2-category Pseudoab' only in terms
of the Baues–Wirsching cochain complex as a 2-functor. For this we will use the exact sequence for functors (8.1)
constructed in Section 8.
We define the 2-category CoC as follows: 0-cells (C, D, c) are triples where C is a category D is a natural system
on C and c ∈ F¯3(C, D) is a 3-cocycle, that is δc = 0. A 1-cell (ϕ, λ, e): (C, D, c) → (D, E, d) is given by a
morphism (ϕ, λ): (C, D)→ (D, E) in nat together with a 2-cochain modulo coboundaries
e ∈ F¯
2(C, EF(ϕ))
Im δ
satisfying δe = λ∗c − ϕ∗d . A 2-cell α: (ϕ, λ, e)⇒ (ψ, ζ, b) between 1-cells
(ϕ, λ, e), (ψ, ζ, b): (C, D, c)→ (D, E, d)
is just a 2-cell α: (ϕ, λ)⇒ (ψ, ζ ) in nat such that
0 = −(EF(0ϕ , α))∗e − α#d + (EF(α, 0ψ ))∗b ∈ H2(C, EF(α)) ⊂
F¯2(C, EF(α))
Im δ
.
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One can check as in Proposition 13.8 that this linear combination of 2-cochains modulo coboundaries lies in the
cohomology group. Composition of 1-cells is determined by the formula
(ϕ, λ, e)(ψ, ζ, b) = (ϕψ, (λF(ψ))ζ, (λF(ψ))∗b + ψ∗e).
Composition laws for 2-cells are as in nat. It is not trivial at all to check that the horizontal or vertical composition of
two 2-cells in CoC is indeed in this 2-category, however the necessary computations are similar to those in the proofs
of Propositions 7.9 and 7.10, and for this reason we do not include them here.
There is an obvious 2-functor
℘:CoC −→ nat, ℘ (C, D, c) = (C, D),
which is faithful in dimension 2, as pi is, see Proposition 2.2. This functor also embeds in an exact sequence
H2
+→ CoC ℘−→ nat θ→ H3. (9.1)
The obstruction operator is defined as follows
θ(C,D,c),(D,E,d)(ϕ, λ) = λ∗ {c} − ϕ∗ {d} .
Here {·} denotes the cohomology class of the cocycle inside. Moreover, the action + is defined as follows, given a
1-cell (ϕ, λ, e): (C, D, c)→ (D, E, d) in CoC and {s} ∈ H2(C, EF(ϕ))
(ϕ, λ, e)+ {s} = (ϕ, λ, e + s).
Notice that this action is effective. The 2-functor ℘ lifts to CoH through the forgetful functor CoH→ nat giving rise
to a weak linear extension of categories
H2
+
 CoC ℘¯−→ CoH, (9.2)
where ℘¯(C, D, c) = (C, D, {c}).
Proposition 13.7 proves that there is a 2-functor
C:Pseudoab' −→ CoC,
such that the image of an abelian track category A is C(A) = (pi0A, pi1A, cA), and given a pseudofunctor ϕ:A  B
between abelian track categories C(ϕ) = (pi0ϕ, pi1ϕ, bϕ). Here we use the cochains defined in Section 13 for a fixed
global section, but notice that Proposition 13.9 proves that up to 2-natural isomorphism this 2-functor does not depend
on that choice.
By Proposition 12.1 the 2-functor C induces a map of exact sequences from (8.1) to (9.1) in the sense of [1, 4.13]
H2
+
// Pseudoab'
pi //
C

nat θ // H3
H2
+
// CoC
℘
// nat θ // H3
hence by [1, 4.14] C is an equivalence of categories regarded as an ordinary functor. Furthermore, the definition of
2-cells in CoC together with (7.6), Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 7.7 prove that C is fully faithful in dimension 2,
hence it is not only an ordinary equivalence but an equivalence of enriched categories.
10. Proof of Theorem 7.2
The following result is a consequence of Proposition 13.7(1).
Proposition 10.1. If ψ :A B is a pseudofunctor between abelian track categories then θA,B(piψ) = 0.
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In order to prove the converse we introduce the pull-back and push-forward of an abelian track category.
Let A be an abelian track category and ϕ:C→ pi0A an ordinary functor, the pull-back of A along ϕ is the abelian
track category ϕ∗A defined as follows. The category (ϕ∗A)0 is the following pull-back in Cat
(ϕ∗A)0
p′
//
pullϕ′

C
ϕ

A0 p // pi0A
(10.2)
where p is the quotient functor. Track sets in ϕ∗A are given by the formula
[[X, Y ]]ϕ∗A( f, g) = [[ϕ′(X), ϕ′(Y )]]A(ϕ′( f ), ϕ′(g)). (10.3)
This pull-back comes equipped with a track functor
ϕ¯:ϕ∗A −→ A
which is given by ϕ′ on objects and maps, and the equality (10.3) on tracks. This track functor determines composition
laws in ϕ∗A involving tracks.
Proposition 10.4. The pull-back ϕ∗A satisfies the equalities pi0ϕ∗A = C and pi1ϕ∗A = (pi1A)F(ϕ). Moreover, the
track functor ϕ¯ induces pi0ϕ¯ = ϕ and pi1ϕ¯ = 0(pi1A)F(ϕ).
Proof. The natural projection (ϕ∗A)0 → C is p′ in (10.2), the equality pi0ϕ¯ = ϕ follows from the commutativity of
(10.2), and the identities pi1ϕ∗A = (pi1A)F(ϕ) and pi1ϕ¯ = 0(pi1A)F(ϕ) are direct consequences of (10.3). 
If A is an abelian track category and λ:pi1A ⇒ D is a natural transformation between natural systems on pi0A
the push-forward of A along λ is an abelian track category λ∗A with the same objects and maps as A. A track
(α|a): f ⇒ g in λ∗A is represented by a track α: f ⇒ g in A together with an element a ∈ D{ f }. Two of these pairs
represent the same track
(α|a) = (β|b)
if and only if
b = a + λ{ f }(σ−1f (βα)).
The vertical composition of tracks • (β|b)⇒ • (α|a)⇒ • in λ∗A is given by
(α|a)(β|b) = (αβ|a + b).
Moreover, given a diagram in λ∗A as follows
• f // • ## ;; •
g
// •(α|a) 
 
the two horizontal compositions in λ∗A are given by
(α|a) f = (α f | { f }∗ (a)) and g(α|a) = (gα| {g}∗ (a)).
Notice that there is a track functor
λ¯:A −→ λ∗A
defined as the identity on objects and maps, and λ¯(α) = (α|0) on tracks.
Proposition 10.5. The push-forward λ∗A satisfies pi0λ∗A = pi0A and pi1λ∗A = D. Moreover, the track functor λ¯
induces pi0λ¯ = 1pi0A and pi1λ¯ = λ.
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Proof. It is enough to notice that for any map f : X → Y in A0 = (λ∗A)0 the homomorphism
D{ f } −→ [[X, Y ]]λ∗A( f, f ), a 7→ (0f |a),
is an isomorphism with inverse
[[X, Y ]]λ∗A( f, f ) −→ D{ f }, (α|a) 7→ λ{ f }(σ−1f (α))+ a. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. The “if” part is Proposition 10.1. Now suppose that we have a 1-cell (ϕ, λ):piA → piB in
nat such that θA,B(ϕ, λ) = λ∗〈A〉−ϕ∗〈B〉 = 0. By Propositions 10.1, 10.4 and 10.5 we have that 〈λ∗A〉 = λ∗〈A〉 and
〈ϕ∗B〉 = ϕ∗〈B〉, therefore 〈λ∗A〉 = 〈ϕ∗A〉. By [5, 2.4.2] and [4, 2.4] there exists a pseudofunctor φ: λ∗A ϕ∗B with
piφ = (1pi0A, 0(pi1B)F(ϕ)), hence again by Propositions 10.4 and 10.5 we see that ψ = ϕ¯φλ¯ satisfies the requirements
of Theorem 7.2. 
11. Proof of Theorem 7.7
The “if” part follows from Proposition 13.7(2).
Suppose now that a 2-cell α in nat is given with ϑϕ,ψ (α) = 0. We choose a 1-cochain
e ∈ F¯1(pi0A, (pi1B)F(α))
with
δ(e) = −((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − α#cB + ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ . (11.1)
Notice that implicitly we have chosen a global section (t, µ, ν, η) as in Section 13. It will remain fixed throughout
this proof.
We claim that there exists a unique pseudonatural transformation τ :ϕ ⇒ ψ such that for all objects X and
morphisms { f } : X → Y in pi0A, τX = tαX and τt{ f } is the following composite track
ϕ(X)
tαX //
ϕ(t{ f })

t{ϕ( f )}

t{ψ( f )αX }

t{αY ϕ( f )}
++
ψ(X)
ψ(t{ f })

t{ψ( f )}

ϕ(Y )
tαY
// ψ(Y )
σt{αY ϕ( f )}(e({ f }))
=E
ν{ f },ϕ+3____ ____
ν{ f },ψ +3____ ____
µαY ,{ϕ( f )}
:B||||||||||
µ{ψ( f )},αX
:B}}}}}}}}}
that is
τt{ f } = (ν{ f },ψ tαX )µ{ψ( f )},αXσt{αY ϕ( f )}(e({ f }))µαY ,{ϕ( f )}(tαY ν{ f },ϕ).
If such a τ exists then by (A.7) for any map f in A if ξ : f ⇒ t { f } is any track we have
τ f = (ψ(ξ)tαX )τt{ f }(tαYϕ(ξ)).
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In fact we can take this formula as a definition for τ f . In order to check that τ f does not depend on the track ξ chosen
for its definition it is enough to see that the equality holds when ξ is a self-track of t { f }, or equivalently that
τt{ f } = (ψ(σt{ f }(a))tαX )τt{ f }(tαYϕ(σt{ f }(a)))
for all a ∈ (pi1A){ f }. This follows from the next equalities, where we use (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7) in the first one, and the
commutativity of (3.5) in the second one
(ψ(σt{ f }(a))tαX )τt{ f }(tαYϕ(σt{ f }(a))) = (ν{ f },ψ tαX )µ{ψ( f )},αXσt{αY ϕ( f )}(−α∗X (pi1ψ)∗(a)
+ e({ f })+ αY ∗(pi1ϕ)∗(a))µαY ,{ϕ( f )}(tαY ν{ f },ϕ)
= τt{ f }.
This can also be used to check that τ satisfies (A.7). Moreover, (A.9) follows easily from (13.1), . . ., (13.4), so it
is only left to prove (A.8). For this, given composable maps X
f→ Y g→ Z in A we choose fixed tracks ξ f : f ⇒ t { f }
and ξg: g ⇒ t {g} for the definition of τ f and τg , respectively. We will use the track µ{g},{ f }(ξgξ f ): g f ⇒ t {g f }
for the definition of τg f .
(ψg, f tαX )(ψ(g)τ f )(τgϕ( f ))(tαZϕg, f )
= (ψg, f tαX )(ψ(g)ψ(ξ f )tαX )(ψ(g)ν{ f },ψ tαX )(ψ(g)µ{ψ( f )},αX )
(ψ(g)σt{αY ϕ( f )}(e({ f })))(ψ(g)µαY ,{ϕ( f )})(ψ(g)tαY ν{ f },ϕ)
(ψ(g)tαYϕ(ξ f ))(ψ(ξg)tαYϕ( f ))(ν{g},ψ tαYϕ( f ))(µ{ψ(g)},αY ϕ( f ))
(σt{αZϕ( f )}(e({g}))ϕ( f ))(µαZ ,{ϕ(g)}ϕ( f ))(tαZν{g},ϕϕ( f ))
(tαZϕ(ξg)ϕ( f ))(tαZϕg, f )
(a)= (ψg, f tαX )(ψ(ξg)ψ(ξ f )tαX )(ν{g},ψν{ f },ψ tαX )(t {ψ(g)}µ{ψ( f )},αX )
σt{ψ(g)}t{αY ϕ( f )}({ψ(g)}∗ e({ f }))(t {ψ(g)}µαY ,{ϕ( f )})
(µ{ψ(g)},αY t {ϕ( f )})σt{αZϕ( f )}t{ϕ( f )}({ϕ( f )}∗ e({g}))
(µαZ ,{ϕ(g)}t {ϕ( f )})(tαZν{g},ϕν{ f },ϕ)(tαZϕ(ξg)ϕ(ξ f ))(tαZϕg, f )
(b)= (ψ(ξgξ f )tαX )(ψt{g},t{ f }tαX )(ν{g},ψν{ f },ψ tαX )
σt{ψ(g)}t{ψ( f )}tαY ({ψ(g)}∗ e({ f })+ {ϕ( f )}∗ e({g}))
(t {ψ(g)}µ{ψ( f )},αX )(t {ψ(g)}µαY ,{ϕ( f )})(µ{ψ(g)},αY t {ϕ( f )})
(µαZ ,{ϕ(g)}t {ϕ( f )})(tαZν{g},ϕν{ f },ϕ)(tαZϕt{g},t{ f })(tαZϕ(ξgξ f ))
(c)= (ψ(ξgξ f )tαX )(ψt{g},t{ f }tαX )(ν{g},ψν{ f },ψ tαX )
σt{ψ(g)}t{ψ( f )}tαY (α∗Xbψ ({ f } , {g})− (α#cB)({ f } , {g})+ e({g f }))
(t {ψ(g)}µ{ψ( f )},αX )(t {ψ(g)}µαY ,{ϕ( f )})(µ{ψ(g)},αY t {ϕ( f )})
(µαZ ,{ϕ(g)}t {ϕ( f )})(tαZν{g},ϕν{ f },ϕ)(tαZϕt{g},t{ f })
σtαZ t{ϕ(g)}t{ϕ( f )}αY (−αZ ∗bϕ({ f } , {g}))(tαZϕ(ξgξ f ))
(d)= (ψ(ξgξ f )tαX )(ψ(µ{g},{ f })tαX )(ν{g f },ψ tαX )(µ{ψ(g)},{ψ( f )}tαX )
σt{ψ(g)}t{ψ( f )}tαY (−cB({ψ(g)} , {ψ( f )} , αX ))(t {ψ(g)}µ{ψ( f )},αX )
σt{ψ(g)}t{αY ϕ( f )}(e({g f })+ cB({ψ(g)} , αY , {ϕ( f )}))
(t {ψ(g)}µαY ,{ϕ( f )})(µ{ψ(g)},αY t {ϕ( f )})
σt{αZϕ(g)}t{ϕ( f )}(−cB(αZ , {ϕ(g)} , {ϕ( f )}))(µαZ ,{ϕ(g)}t {ϕ( f )})
(tαZµ{ϕ(g)},{ϕ( f )})(tαZν{g f },ϕ)(tαZϕ(µ{g},{ f }))(tαZϕ(ξgξ f ))
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(e)= (ψ((ξg ξf )µ{g},{ f })tαX )(ν{g f },ψ tαX )µ{ψ(g f )},αXµ{ψ(g)},{ψ( f )}αY
σt{ψ(g)}t{αY ϕ( f )}(e({g f }))µ{ψ(g)},αY {ϕ( f )}µ{ψ(g)}αY ,{ϕ( f )}
µαZ {ϕ(g)},{ϕ( f )}µαZ ,{ϕ(g f )}(tαZν{g f },ϕ)(tαZϕ(µ{g}{ f }(ξgξ f )))
(f)= τg f .
In (a) we apply (3.4); for (b) we use (A.4) and (3.3); in (c) we use (11.1) and (3.3); for (d) we apply (4.5), (13.6),
(3.3) and (3.4); for (e) we use (13.5) and (3.3); and finally we use (3.3) for (f) as well as the naturality of α.
12. Proof of Theorem 7.12
The key of the proof of Theorem 7.12 is the following result.
Proposition 12.1. Given a pseudofunctor ϕ:A B and a 2-cocycle
s ∈ F¯2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0ϕ))
there is a new pseudofunctor ϕ + s:A B defined as ϕ on objects, maps and tracks such that for any object X in A
we have (ϕ + s)X = ϕX and for maps • g→ • f→ • in A
(ϕ + s) f,g = σϕ( f g)(s({ f } , {g}))ϕ f,g.
Moreover, for any choice of a global section as in Section 13 we have the following equality
bϕ+s = bϕ + s.
The proof is tedious but straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 7.12. If s is a cocycle representing ω then by Proposition 12.1, (7.6) the homotopy class [ϕ + s]
satisfies the properties of [ϕ] +ω in the statement. The uniqueness as well as the fact that this defines an effective and
transitive action follow easily from Propositions 7.8 and 7.9 applied to the vertical composite 0pi0ϕ = 0pi0ϕ0pi0ϕ . 
13. Global sections and cochains
A global section (t, µ, ν, η) on the abelian track categories is a choice of maps and tracks
• t { f } ∈ { f },
• µ{ f },{g}: t { f } t {g} ⇒ t { f g},
• ν{ f },ϕ :ϕ(t { f })⇒ t {ϕ( f )},
• ηX,α:αX ⇒ t {αX },
for all abelian track categories A, objects X and (composable) morphisms { f } , {g} in pi0A, pseudofunctors between
abelian track categories ϕ:A  B, and pseudonatural transformations α:ϕ ⇒ ψ . These choices must satisfy the
following properties for all objects X and morphisms { f } : X → Y in pi0A
t {1X } = 1X , (13.1)
µ{ f },{1X } = 0t{ f }, (13.2)
µ{1Y },{ f } = 0t{ f }, (13.3)
ν{1X },ϕ = ϕX . (13.4)
Fixing a global section we define normalized cochains
cA ∈ F¯3(pi0A, pi1A),
bϕ ∈ F¯2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0ϕ)),
oφ,ϕ ∈ F¯1(pi0A, (pi1C)F(pi0(φϕ))),
eα ∈ F¯1(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0α)),
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for all abelian track categories A, pseudofunctors ϕ:A  B and φ:B  C, and pseudonatural transformations
α:ϕ ⇒ ψ . The cochain cA is the cocycle defined in [3], it is given by the formula
cA({ f } , {g} , {h}) = σ−1t{ f gh}(µ{ f g},{h}(µ{ f },{g}t {h})(t { f }µ{g},{h})µ{ f },{gh}). (13.5)
The formula for the cochain bϕ is
bϕ({ f } , {g}) = σ−1t{ϕ( f g)}(µ{ϕ( f )},{ϕ(g)}(ν{ f },ϕν{g},ϕ)ϕt{ f },t{g}ϕ(µ{ f },{g})ν{ f g},ϕ), (13.6)
for oφ,ϕ we have
oφ,ϕ({ f }) = σ−1t{φϕ( f )}(ν{ f },φϕφ(ν{ f },ϕ)ν{ϕ( f )},φ),
and finally if { f } : Y → X is a morphism in pi0A
eα({ f }) = σ−1t{αXϕ( f )}(µ{ψ( f )},{αY }(ν{ f },ψηY,α)αt{ f }(ηX,αν{ f },ϕ)µ{αX },{ϕ( f )}).
The reader can check that these cochains are indeed normalized by using (13.1), . . ., (13.4), (A.2), (A.3) and (A.6).
Proposition 13.7. The following equalities hold
1. δ(bϕ) = (pi1ϕ)∗cA − (pi0ϕ)∗cB,
2. δ(eα) = −((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − α#cB + ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ ,
3. δ(oφ,ϕ) = bφϕ − ((pi1φ)F(pi0ϕ))∗bϕ − (pi0ϕ)∗bφ .
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a tedious but straightforward computation which uses intensively the properties
of linear track extensions of categories, pseudofunctors and pseudonatural transformations, see Section 3 and the
Appendix. In fact the proof of (2) consists essentially of reversing the long computation carried out in the proof of
Theorem 7.7, see Section 11. So that the reader can get an idea of how to carry out these calculations we include here
a detailed proof of (3).
Given composable morphisms • { f }→ • {g}→ • in pi0A
δ(o)({ f } , {g}) = { f }∗ o({g})− o({ f g})+ {g}∗ o({ f })
= { f }∗ σ−1t{φϕ(g)}(ν{g},φϕφ(ν{g},ϕ)ν{ϕ(g)},φ)− σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(ν{ f g},φϕφ(ν{ f g},ϕ)ν{ϕ( f g)},φ)
+ {g}∗ σ−1t{φϕ( f )}(ν{ f },φϕφ(ν{ f },ϕ)ν{ϕ( f )},φ)
(a)= σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(t {φϕ( f )} ν{g},φϕ)
(t {φϕ( f )}φ(ν{g},ϕ))(t {φϕ( f )} ν{ϕ(g)},φ)
µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}ν{ϕ( f g)},φφ(ν{ f g},ϕ)ν{ f g},φϕ
µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ f },φϕ t {φϕ(g)})(φ(ν{ f },ϕ)t {φϕ(g)})
(ν{ϕ( f )},φ t {φϕ(g)})µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)})
(b)= σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(ν{ϕ( f g)},φφ(ν{ f g},ϕ)ν{ f g},φϕµ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ f },φϕν{g},φϕ)
(φ(ν{ f },ϕ)φ(ν{g},ϕ))(ν{ϕ( f )},φν{ϕ(g)},φ)µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}).
In (a) we use (3.3) and (3.4) and in (b) we apply (3.3) again.
On the other hand
bφϕ({ f } , {g})− ((pi1φ)F(pi0ϕ))∗(bϕ)({ f } , {g})− (pi0ϕ)∗(bφ)({ f } , {g})
(c)= σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ f },φϕν{g},φϕ)(φϕ)t{ f },t{g}φϕ(µ{ f },{g})ν{ f g},φϕ)
− σ−1φ(t{ϕ( f g)})(φ(µ{ϕ( f )},{ϕ(g)})φ(ν{ f },ϕν{g},ϕ)(φϕ)t{ f },t{g}φϕ(µ{ f },{g})φ(ν{ f g},ϕ))
− σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ϕ( f )},φν{ϕ(g)},φ)φt{ϕ( f )},t{ϕ(g)}φ(µ{ϕ( f )},{ϕ(g)})ν{ϕ( f g)},φ)
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(d)= σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ f },φϕν{g},φϕ)φϕ(t{ f }),ϕ(t{g})φ(ϕt{ f },t{g})φϕ(µ{ f },{g})
ν{ f g},φϕν{ϕ( f g)},φφ(ν{ f g},ϕ)φϕ(µ{ f },{g})φ(ϕt{ f },t{g})φ(ν{ f },ϕν{g},ϕ)
φt{ϕ( f )},t{ϕ(g)}(ν{ϕ( f )},φν{ϕ(g)},φ)µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)})
(e)= σ−1φϕ(t{ f g})(ν{ f g},φϕν{ϕ( f g)},φφ(ν{ f g},ϕ))+ σ−1φ(ϕ(t{ f })ϕ(t{g}))((φ(ν{ f },ϕ)φ(ν{g},ϕ))
(ν{ϕ( f )},φν{ϕ(g)},φ)(ν{ f },φϕν{g},φϕ))
(f)= σ−1t{φϕ( f g)}(ν{ϕ( f g)},φφ(ν{ f g},ϕ)ν{ f g},φϕµ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)}(ν{ f },φϕν{g},φϕ)
(φ(ν{ f },ϕ)φ(ν{g},ϕ))(ν{ϕ( f )},φν{ϕ(g)},φ)µ{φϕ( f )},{φϕ(g)})
In (c) we use (3.7) and (A.5); for (d) we apply (3.3); in (e) we use (A.4) as well as (3.3); and finally for (f) we use
(3.3) again. These two chains of equalities establish (3). 
The following proposition follows from Proposition 13.7(1), (4.2), (4.9) and the fact that cA and cB are cocycles.
Proposition 13.8. If ϕ,ψ :A B are pseudofunctors between abelian track categories and α:piϕ ⇒ piψ is a 2-cell
in nat then
δ(((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗bϕ − ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗bψ ) = −δα#(cB).
Let (t¯, µ¯, ν¯, η¯) be another global section. A transition from (t¯, µ¯, ν¯, η¯) to (t, µ, ν, η) is given by tracks
ρ{ f }: t { f } ⇒ t¯ { f }
indexed by the morphisms { f } in pi0A for all abelian track categories A. Such a transition determines cochains
vA ∈ F¯2(pi0A, pi1A),
uϕ ∈ F¯2(pi0A, (pi1B)F(pi0ϕ)),
where A is any abelian track category and ϕ:A  B is an arbitrary pseudofunctor between abelian track categories.
These cochains are defined by the following formulas
vA({ f } , {g}) = σ−1t¯{ f g}(µ¯{ f },{g}(ρ{ f }ρ{g})µ{ f },{g}ρ{ f g}),
uϕ({ f }) = σ−1t¯{ f }(ν¯{ f },ϕϕ(ρ{ f })ν{ f },ϕρ{ϕ( f )}).
Let us call c¯A and b¯ϕ the cochains defined as above by the global section (t¯, µ¯, ν¯, η¯).
Proposition 13.9. The following equalities hold
(1) δ(vA) = cA − c¯A,
(2) δ(uϕ) = −bϕ + b¯ϕ − (pi0ϕ)∗vB + (pi1ϕ)∗vA.
The proof of this proposition is tedious but straightforward, as the proof of Proposition 13.7. We leave it to the
reader.
Proposition 13.10. Given pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A  B between abelian track categories and a 2-cell α:piϕ ⇒ piψ
in nat the following equality holds
δ(((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗uϕ − α#vB − ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗uψ )
= −((pi1B)F(0pi0ϕ, α))∗(bϕ − b¯ϕ)− α#(cB − c¯B)+ ((pi1B)F(α, 0pi0ψ ))∗(bψ − b¯ψ ).
This proposition can be checked by using Proposition 13.9, (4.2) and (4.9).
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Appendix A. Pseudofunctors and pseudonatural transformations
A pseudofunctor ϕ:A  B between track categories is an assignment of objects, maps and tracks together with
additional tracks
ϕ f,g:ϕ( f )ϕ(g)⇒ ϕ( f g) and ϕX :ϕ(1X )⇒ 1ϕ(X)
for all objects X and composable maps • g→ • f→ • in A. These tracks must satisfy the following conditions: the
following three composite tracks are identity tracks for all maps f : X → Y and composable maps • h→ • g→ • f→ •
in A,
•
ϕ(h)
//
ϕ( f gh)
??
ϕ(gh)
$$
ϕ( f gh)
• ϕ(g) //
ϕ( f g)
::• ϕ( f ) // •
ϕ f,g
ϕ f g,h 
 

 

ϕg,h
ϕf,gh




,
ϕ(X)
ϕ(1X )
//
ϕ( f )
99
1ϕ(X)
  
ϕ(X)
ϕ( f )
// ϕ(Y )
ϕ f,1X
 

 

ϕX 
,
ϕ(X)
ϕ( f )
//
ϕ( f )
99
ϕ(Y )
ϕ(1Y )
//
1ϕ(Y )
  
ϕ(Y )
ϕ1Y , f 
 

 

ϕY 
.
For any horizontally composable tracks α, β in A the following composite track is ϕ(αβ)
•
ϕ(g)
&&
ϕ(g′)
88
ϕ( f g)

ϕ( f ′g′)
@@•ϕ(β)
ϕ( f )
&&
ϕ( f ′)
88 •ϕ(α)
ϕf,g

 
 
 
 
ϕ f ′,g′

 
 
 
 
,
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and ϕ preserves vertical composition of tracks as well as identity tracks. These conditions can be summarized in the
following six equations:
ϕ f g,h(ϕ f,gϕ(h)) = ϕ f,gh(ϕ( f )ϕg,h), (A.1)
ϕ f,1X = ϕ( f )ϕX , (A.2)
ϕ1Y , f = ϕYϕ( f ), (A.3)
ϕ f ′,g′(ϕ(α)ϕ(β)) = ϕ(αβ)ϕ f,g, (A.4)
ϕ(γε) = ϕ(γ )ϕ(ε), (A.5)
ϕ(0f ) = 0ϕ( f ). (A.6)
Notice that a track functor ϕ:A→ B is exactly a pseudofunctor such that ϕ f,g and ϕX are always identity tracks.
Consider now two pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A  B. A pseudonatural transformation α:ϕ ⇒ ψ is given by maps
αX :ϕ(X)→ ψ(X) for all objects X in A together with tracks
ϕ(X)
αX //
ϕ( f )

ψ(X)
ψ( f )

ϕ(Y )
αY
// ψ(Y )
α f
6>uuuuu
for all maps f : X → Y in A. These tracks satisfy the following properties: for all tracks τ : f ⇒ g in A the following
composite track coincides with αg
ϕ(X)
ϕ(g)
&&
αX //
ϕ( f )

ψ(X)
ψ( f )

ψ(g)
xx
ϕ(Y )
αY
// ψ(Y )
α f
7?wwwwwwwϕ(τ)

+3
ψ(τ)
+3
Given composable maps X
f→ Y g→ Z in A the following composite track coincides with α f g
ϕ(X)
ϕ( f g)
$$
αX //
ϕ( f )

ψ(X)
ψ( f g)
zz
ψ( f )

ϕ(Y )
αY //
ϕ(g)

ψ(Y )
α f
6>uuuuu
ψ(g)

ϕ(Z)
αZ // ψ(Z)
αg
6>uuuuu
ϕg, f
+3
ψg, f
+3
For any object X in A the following composite track is the identity track 0αX .
ϕ(X)
1ϕ(X)
&&
αX //
ϕ(1X )

ψ(X)
ψ(1X )

1ψ(X)
xx
ϕ(X)
αX
// ψ(X)
α1X
7?wwwwwww
ϕX +3
ψX
+3
These three conditions can be restated as the following equations
(ψ(τ)αX )α f = αg(αYϕ(τ)), (A.7)
(ψg, f αX )(ψ(g)α f )(αgϕ( f )) = αg f(αZϕg, f ), (A.8)
ϕX = (ψXαX )α1X . (A.9)
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If ϕ and ψ were track functors, α would be a track natural transformation provided α f was always an identity
track.
Recall that a homotopy ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ between pseudofunctors ϕ,ψ :A  B has been defined as a pseudonatural
transformation with ξX = 1ϕ(X) = 1ψ(X) for all objects X in A. In order to regard homotopies as a special kind
of pseudofunctors we define the reduced cylinder track category D. It has a unique 0-cell ∗, a unique non-trivial
morphism ı : ∗ → ∗ with ι2 = ι, and only one non-identity track `: 1∗ ⇒ ı which also satisfies `2 = `. The reader
can check that this category can actually be drawn as a reduced cylinder, that is, a cylinder over the circle with a
shrunk segment. There are exactly two pseudofunctors from the final track category j0, j1: ∗  D. One of them, let
us say j0, is a track functor, and the other one is not. The unique pseudofunctor in the opposite direction is denoted
by q:D ∗. Notice that all these pseudofunctors induce the identity piD = pi∗ when applying the functor pi , that is,
they are weak equivalences.
Proposition A.10. Any homotopy ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ induces a pseudofunctor ξ¯ :A × D  B with ξ¯ j0 = ϕ and ξ¯ j1 = ψ .
Conversely a pseudofunctor ζ :A× D  B induces a homotopy ζ¯ : ζ j0 ⇒ ζ j1 with ζ¯ f = ζ(0f , `). Moreover ¯¯ξ = ξ
and ¯¯ζ = ζ .
The homotopy ζ¯ is completely defined in the statement, so all one has to do is to check that the axioms of a
pseudonatural transformation hold. We leave this task to the reader. We also leave to the reader to check that there is
a unique choice for ξ¯ satisfying the properties of the statement.
The next proposition shows that pseudofunctors are flabby, in the sense that one can change the definition on maps
within the same homotopy class in a quite general way.
Proposition A.11. Let ϕ:A B be a pseudofunctor and ξ f :ϕ( f )⇒ ψ f a collection of arbitrary tracks indexed by
the maps of A. There is a well-defined pseudofunctor ψ :A  B which coincides with ϕ on objects given on maps
by ψ( f ) = ψ f on tracks α: f ⇒ g by ψ(α) = ξgϕ(α)ξf , and by the formulas ψ f,g = ξ f gϕ f,g(ξf ξg ), and
ψX = ϕXξ1X . Moreover, the tracks ξ f define a homotopy ξ :ϕ ⇒ ψ .
A reduced pseudofunctor ϕ is a pseudofunctor that preserves identity maps ϕ(1X ) = 1ϕ(X) and ϕX = 01X .
Proposition A.12. Any pseudofunctor is homotopic to a reduced one.
Proof. It is enough to apply Proposition A.11 to the tracks ξ f :ϕ( f )⇒ ψ f such that ψ f = ϕ( f ) and ξ f = 0ϕ( f ) if
f is not an identity map, ψ1X = 1ϕ(X) and ξ1X = ϕX . 
A track category A has a strict zero object ∗ if the morphism groupoids [[X, ∗]]A and [[∗, X ]]A are trivial for all
objects X . The strict zero object is unique up to isomorphism in A. In this case all morphism groupoids [[X, Y ]]A have
a distinguished map 0X,Y : X → Y which is the unique one that factors as X → ∗→ Y .
Proposition A.13. Let A be an abelian track category such that pi0A has a zero object ∗ and pi1A vanishes over all
maps X → ∗ and ∗ → X, then there is an abelian track category B with a strict zero object ∗ and a track functor
ϕ:A → B with pi0ϕ = 1pi0A and pi1ϕ = 0pi1A, in particular ϕ is a weak equivalence and A is homotopy equivalent
to B.
Proof. The objects of B are the same as in A. In order to define maps in B we say that two maps f, g: X → Y in A
are equivalent f ∼ g if f = g or if there is a diagram
X
##
;; ∗ ::
$$
Y  (a)
in A where the composition of the upper arrows is f and the composition of the lower ones is g. Notice that the tracks
in (a) are unique by the vanishing condition imposed on pi1A. The reader can check that this is a natural equivalence
relation on the ordinary category A0, therefore the quotient category B0 = A0/∼ is defined. Let us write [ f ] for the
equivalence class of a map f in A. Tracks [ f ] ⇒ [g] in B are defined as tracks f ⇒ g in A between two arbitrarily
chosen representatives. This definition is consistent because, as we noticed before, diagram (a) is unique when it
exists, hence vertical composition of tracks in B can be defined in a unique reasonable way. 
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Suppose that ϕ:A  B is a pseudofunctor between track categories with strict zero object ∗ such that ϕ
preserves the zero object ϕ(∗) = ∗. The pseudofunctor ϕ is normalized at zero maps if it preserves zero maps
ϕ(0X,Y ) = 0ϕ(X),ϕ(Y ), and given maps f : Y → Z and g:W → X the equalities ϕ f,0X,Y = 00X,Z and ϕ0X,Y ,g = 00W,X
hold.
Proposition A.14. Any pseudofunctor ϕ:A  B preserving strict zero objects is homotopic to a pseudofunctor ψ
normalized at zero maps.
Proof. The pseudofunctor ψ is obtained by applying Proposition A.11 to the tracks ξ f :ϕ( f ) ⇒ ψ f such that
ψ f = ϕ( f ) and ξ f = 0ϕ( f ) if f is not a zero map, ψ0X,Y = 0ϕ(X),ϕ(Y ) and ξ0X,Y = ϕ0∗,Y ,0X,∗ . The reader can
check that ψ is indeed normalized by using (A.4) and the fact that ∗ is a strict zero object. 
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